Kindergarten
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Know number
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and
thethe
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tell
number objects
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numbers
Operations and Algebraic Thinking
Understand
Represent and
addition as putting Understand
solve problems
and
applyand
properties
Add
subtract
within
Work with
addition and

2nd Grade

3rd Grade

4th Grade

5th Grade

Represent and solve
problems
involving
Add
and subtract
withinwith
20 equal
Work
groups of objects to

Represent and
solve problems
Understand
propertiesand
of
Multiply
divide
within
100
Solve problems
involving the four

Use the four
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with
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with factors
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andand
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Write and
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Number and Opeartions in Base Ten/The Number System
Work with numbers Extend the
11-19 to gain
counting
Understand
Understand place
placeplace
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Use
understanding
understanding and
Measurement and Data
Describe and
Measure lengths Measure and
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time
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to length
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with time
and
interpret data
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Geometery

Generalize place
valueplace value
Use place value
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understanding and understanding and
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involving and
Represent
interpret data
Geometric
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Geometric
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Identify and
Reason with
Reason with shapes Reason with
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shapes
shapes
and
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and their attributes shapes and thier
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Geometric
measurement:

Understand the
place
value
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6th Grade

7th Grade

Compute
fluently
with
Apply and
exend

Know that there
are numers that

Convert like
measurement
Represent
and
interpret data
Geometric
measurement:

Draw and identify Graph points on Solve real
lines and angles, the
coordinate
world and
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twodimensional

Draw, construct
and
describe
Solve
real-world
and

Extend
understanding
Build fractionsof
from unit fractions
Understand
decimal notation

Apply and
extend previous

Number and Operations-Fractions
Develop
understanding of
Ratios and Proportional Relationships
Expressions and Equations

Use equivalent Apply and
fractions
extend
Apply andas a
extend previous

Understand
Analyze
ratio concepts proportional
Apply and
extend
Reason about
and solve oneRepresent
and
analyze

Use properties
of
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to
Solve
real-world
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8th Grade

Understand
congruence
Understand
and apply
Solve
real-the
world and

Work with
radicals
and the
Understand
connections
Analyze and
solve linear

Statistics and Probablilty
Develop
understanding
Summarize
and describe
Functions

Use random
sampling
to
Draw informal
comparative
Investigate
chance
Define, evaluate,
and compare
functions
Use functions to
model
relationships
between
quantities

Investigate
patterns of

